
CREATED FOR BROADCASTERS, 
PAY-TV NETWORKS, FAITH BASED 

CHANNELS, OTT CONTENT 
PROVIDERS & ENG OPERATORS 

AIRESTAR introduces OneConnxt, which 
delivers outstanding performance at a low 
and predictable latency, superior reliability 
(no packet loss) and Broadcast video quality 
at the physical end-to-end available 
bandwidth (SD, HD, and UHD), with no 
tradeoffs to delay, resolution and stutter.

Despite the varying network conditions of the 
public Internet, where the amount of network 
errors, packet loss, jitter and out-of-order 
packets can constantly fluctuate -
OneConnxt's proven and patented 
technology dynamically resolves these issues 
with sub-millisecond response times to 
deliver pristine, uninterrupted low latency 
video. With minimum overhead to physical 
bandwidth, this dynamic mechanism provides 
low end-to-end latency, removes jitter, 
recovers and re-orders packets, smoothens 
video delivery and regenerates video in its 
original form all in real-time.

INCREDIBLE VIDEO DELIVERY 
OF OVER INTERNET 

KEY FEATURES

• Dynamic ecosystem
• Scalable
• Redundant management
• Distribution hub
• Enables recording, transcoding, time-shifted

playback and more
• BEST-in-Class 24x7 Monitoring and Support

Figure 1: OneConnxt Point-to-Point (P2P) Transmission

DESIGN SUMMARY

A. OneConnxt can be designed to meet any
workflow (broadcast, enterprise, military,
government), from contribution, distribution,
OTT, ENG, backup, disaster recovery and more.

B. OneConnxt leverages the availability of the
internet to deliver lower cost without
compromising quality over standard
internet connections.



Figure 2: OneConnxt technology performance compared with many of the popular 
streaming protocols with increasing latency and packet loss.

INCREASE OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITYLOWER TRANSMISSION COSTS

By using the Internet, transmission
costs are greatly reduced
compared to fiber or satellite. Also,
avoid delays looking for fiber or
satellite connectivity and the long
setup times.

The ubiquity of the internet allows
for content delivery everywhere,
across town and across the
globe. For point-to-point
contribution and ENG to point-to-
multipoint distribution and OTT.

ENSURE RELIABLE TRANSMISSION

Our support team understands
broadcaster needs and are available
when you need them, 24/7. In
addition to electronic monitoring, all
transmissions are visually supervised
by our support team to ensure
quality and reliability.

Ultra-HD, HD and SD content
delivery without compromising on
quality. Our hybrid error
recovery dynamically adjusts
according to network conditions,
resulting in no startup delay, no
buffering or pauses, and no
lowering of video resolution.

MAINTAIN BROADCAST QUALITY



ESTABLISHED POINT 2 POINTS

Jordan Media City Amman, Amman 
Governate

Encompass Atlanta, GA

DIRECTV Long Beach, CA & 
Castle Rock, CO

Dish Network Cheyenne, WY & 
Gilbert, AZ

IMG London  

ABS London 

AlterPOP Paris

Altice Paris

NAP of the Americas Miami, FL



DELIVERED CHANNELS

1. ESPN
2. ESPN2
3. ESPN SEC
4. ESPN U
5. DISCOVERY
6. NICK ON BOARD
7. CBS NEWS
8. GMA PINOY
9. GMA LIFE
10. GMA NEWS
11. HGTV
12. FOOD NETWORK
13. TRAVEL CHANNEL
14. BBC WORLDNEWS
15. CNN
16. CNN en ESPAÑOL
17. TURNER CLASSIC MOVIES
18. CARTOON NETWORK




